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CHAPTEIR I 

INTRODUCTION 

Becoming widely accepted in recent years is 

the opinion that a study of imagery in literary v7orks 

can produce an insight into both the vfork and its 

author. Such a study might comment on the rhetorical 

patterns through vrhich images arc achieved, upon the 

psychological state of the author as indicated by the 

work, upon the archetypes or myths created by images, 

or upon the reinforcement of the statement or plot of 

the v;ork through imagery,^ It is precisely the latter, 

the thematic content vrhich specific types of images 

create within the poetry of Katthe-.z Arnold, that this 

paper seeks to explore. 

A discussion of images, hovrever, first neces

sitates a v?orking definition. Thrall, Hibbard, and 

Holman define "image" as: 

Originally a sculptured, cast, or modeled repre
sentation of a person; even in its most sophis
ticated critical usage, this fundamental meaning 
is still present. . . . It functions, as I. A. 
Richards has pointed out, by representing a sen
sation. The image is one of the distinctive 

^William Flint Thrall and Addison Hibbard, A 
Handbook to Literature, revised and enlarged by C. Hugh 
Holman (*Ne;7 York: Odyssey Press, I960), p. 234. 



elements of the "language of art," the means 
by which experience in its richness and emo
tional complexity is communicated, as opposed 
to the simplifying and conceptualizing pro
cesses of" science and philosophy. The image 
is, therefore, a portion of the essence oT 
the meaning of the literary work, not ever 
properly a mere decoration.^ 

Caroline Spurgeon further clarifies this 

term in her recognized study, Shakespeare's Imagery. 

An image, Miss Spurgeon says, is the 

. . . word«picture used by a poet or prose 
writer to illustrate, llluninate and embel
lish his thought. It is a description or an 
idea, which by comparison or analogy, stated 
or understood, with soraething else, transmits 
to us through the enotions and associations 
it arouses, something of the "wholeness," the 
depth and richness of the v;ay the writer vievxs, 
conceives or has felt vhat he is telling us. 

The image thus gives quality, creates at
mosphere and conveys enotion in a way no pre
cise description, however clear and accurate, 
can possibly do.3 

Perhaps C, Hugh Holman provides the most con

cise, and therefore, the most workable definition 

when he explains ". . .an inage is a literal and con

crete representation of a sensory experience or of an 

^Thrall, Hibbard, and Holman, A Handbook to 
Literature, p. 232. 

3caroline F.E. Spurgeon, Sh2'k£^J^Jl?' ̂  J-B^^^IX 
(Canibridges Cambridge University Pross," 19*357•'̂ p̂. 9. 



object that can be knoim by one or more of the 

senses."^ This condensed definition identifies the 

concept of imagery used as a basis for this study. 

Any definition of imagery in itself, though, is in

sufficient since Hatthev; Arnold employed a variety 

of images in his poetry. 

Louis Bonnerot stresses the predominance of 

a specific image—the natural image—in the poetry 

of Matthew Arnold. He says, 

, . . the river or stream of life or time, the 
mountain-top throne of trvith, the star of truth 
or the burning plain. . , . The rivers and lakes 
and hills, the plains and seas of Arnold's typi
cal landscape have no feelings of their ov;nj they 
simply stand for, and objectify, the inner quest 
of the poet or of all men. . . .3 

V/endell Stacy Johnson's discussion of the relation of 

the Romantic and Victorian natural image further en-

phasizes its inportance* 

With a wider range of reference, we night compare 
the predominant imagery of the Romantics, imagery 

^Thrall, Hibbard, and Holman, A Handbook to 
Literature, p. 232. 

5Louis Bonnerot, Matthevj Arnold: Poete (Paris: 
Didier, 19̂ 1-7). p. ̂ B9, quoTeTTn Alan H. ̂ oper, "The 
Moral Landscape of Arnold's Poetry," PHLA., LXXVII 
(June, 1962), p. 289. 



of growth, Interfusion, and constancy vrhich 
assumes the organic wholeness of Nature, with 
the imagery of the Victorians, vrhich tends to
ward polarity and tension rather than unity.^ 

Johnson continues: 

Host of Arnold's poems are in some sense prob
lem pieces. The basic and recurring problem is 
that of finding a valid ii-iage for man in his 
world, whether the image of God's creature, of 
a very god, or of an uncreated uncreating thing— 
the orthodox or the Romantic or the naturalist 
image. Palling to settle on such an image, the 
poet can only refuse and negate the idea of dis
tinct self, of which he is painfully conscious. 
This problem takes the forn of questions about 
nan's relationship vjith his physical envirorcaent, 
nature, and his human enviroriraent, society, from 
both of which, viithout the image, he vrill seem to 
be Isolated. And it takes the forn of anxiety as 
to whether a person so Isolated can know his 
world, his fellers, or himself, vxhether he can 
achieve any sort of toiowledge.7 

The precise "polarity and tension" of which Johnson so 

adeptly speaks, this exact isolation,from human and 

physical environment, erabodies the idea of containment. 

These images of natural contoinnent, or sensory repre

sentations of isolation or distancing brought about by 

nature, continually recur in the poetry of Matthew 

Arnold, 

^̂ •/endell Stacy Johnson, The VoJL£e£ P£ Ji2:.5jyi?H 
Ani2i3:"""^ Esŝ ŷ ̂ n ^̂ ijfcl̂ AsAi (New Haven: Yalo Univer
sity Press, 19't'l)» P. 3. 

7v;endell Stacy Jolmson, The Voices of Na_t_thew 
Arnold, pp. 38-39. 



Prior to one's beginning an in-depth inves

tigation, however, he must categorize the images of 

natural containment, Lionel Trilling divides Matthew 

Arnold's natural images into various classifications,^ 

three of which have been employed in this paper as 

divisions not only of natural Images, but also of Ira-

ages of natural containment. 

Trilling's description of mechanical nature 

follows: 

Nature is neutral, man is part of Nature and there 
is no morality, in the human sense, to be found in 
her. , , . The only cosmic morality is that all 
things fulfil CslcD the law of their ovm being. 
No special promise has been made to man: he too 
must fulfil the law of his ovm physical being.9 

In essence, mechanical nature is that non-concerned on

looker of the fate of man, that universal lavr or cosmic 

morality vfhich must eventually be achieved regardless of 

its final effects on man. 

Interspersed with his description of mechanical 

nature is.the second category, aesthetic nature, which 

embodies the beautiful, the therapeutic, qualities of 

nature. There is, for Arnold, another nature: 

"Lionel Trilling, l^S'^tthevT Arnold (New York: 
Meridian Books, 1955) t PP. 77-957 passTva. 

9Trilling, Matthew Arnold, p. 87. 



, . , the Nature of sensuous and aesthetic per
ception, what V/ordsvjorth called the "mighty 
world of eye and ear," The two Natures are, of 
course, bound up with each other, but the first 
is essentially the Nature of the scientist or 
cosiaologist and the second the Nature of the 
artist. V/hen Arnold speaks of the former, he 
is largely concerned with man's spiritual con
nection with it or separation from it; this 
Nature of Law has its moral implications of per
manence and Industriousness but to derive them 
one must be vxilling to coramlt the pathetic fal
lacy and suppose an anima in Nature which science 
does hot indicate,10 

Trilling continues by mentioning that the pathetic fal

lacy is also involved in aesthetic nature, but herein 

the critical mind is in abeyance and the morality de

pends totally on subjective insight. 

There is yet a third category of nature, the 

metaphysical. This is the paradoxical nature, ", . . the 

personified Nature who speaks to the poet. , . it is Ex

ternality, the World, the Object—as against the Ego, the 

Individual, the Subject."^^ More spaclfically, the meta

physical image of nature concerns the conflict between 

object and emotion. Whether the object inspires the emo

tion or the emotion lends significance to the object is 

the paradox of Matthew Arnold's metaphysical Imagery. 

lOTrilllng, Matthew Arnold, p. 91. 

llTrllling, Matth-w Arnold, p. 92. 



These myths of nature—mechanical, aesthetic, 

and. metaphysical—not only exist in natural imagery, 

as Trilling emphasizes, but definitely are present in 

images of natural containment within Matthew Arnold's 

poetry. Furthermore, each of these images is in it

self creator—creator of themes. A thorough inspec

tion of images of natural containment in the poetry 

of Matthe-i7 Arnold reveals that mechanical inages of 

natural containment create themes of rationality; 

aesthetic images of natural containment create themes 

of romanticism; and metaphysical linages of natural con-

taln'ient create thenes of paradox. 



CHAPTER II 

MECHANICAL IMAGES OF SELF-DEVELOPHENT: 

A SOURCE OF REALISM 

The importance of the mechanical image of nat

ural containment must not be under-estinited in any 

study of Matthew Arnold's poetic images. The mechani

cal image presents one side of the dilemma with which 

Arnold was confronted, for herein he refutes previously 

accepted beliefs which originated in Romanticism and 

clings, instead, to a pessimistic realism. For Arnold, 

this realistic constituent of his c 1 U:z:na revealed the 

hopeless situation in which man \ OIL: I .î rays remain, 

since, as Arnold felt, nan exist:̂  c.s a mare puppet to 

be directed in all matters by an iL̂ coiicerned power. 

The mechanical image depicts m:̂ n'c off^rts as being 

useless, for he is destln;,d by c r'ltur;.! law, or a 

fate, which dictates all inon's motions and li-.3o. 

That Matthew Arnold's poetry c:;n;"alns t\\e -̂î chan-

ical image is related by Joh:i <;allaoi \/no belijve::! 

The one di3turb.̂ .nce vrhich hi:j !l.-,rnold'sH pjotrv 
consistently describes is th3 ^onr;ciou^no33 th:/: 

8 



a natural or general lavx proscribes the free ex
pression of deep feelings.1 

Thus, the general lavr of which VJallace speaks forms 

the. foundation of the mechanical images of natural 

containment. 

Because of the frequency V7lth vrhich these im

ages appear in Matthevr Arnold's poetry, it seems help

ful, for the' sake of clarity", to deal separately with ' 

those images implying personal change and those advo

cating man's defeat. Chapter II vrill concern itself 

with the mechanical images of natural containment vrhich 

involve self development and vrhich produce themes of 

reality; Chapter III vrill deal vrith Mechanical inages 

of natural containiaent vrhich produce themes describing 

man's defeat. 

The first theme of reality reveals the presence 

of an unchangeable fate. Man reaches a state in his 

mental development at vrhich he realizes that an tmal-

terable natural lavr rules his life.. 

In "Alarlc at Rome," the puppeteer, fate, has 

decreed Rome's indestructibility: 

Ijohn M. V/allace, "Landscape and 'The General 
Law': The Poetry of Matthevr Arno3-d," Boston University 
Studies in English, V (Summer, 196l),'"To3. 
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Tvfice hath the cloud hung o'er thee, tvrlce been 
stayed 

Even in the act to burst, twice threatened, twice 

delayed. (11. 83̂ 8̂̂ ) 2 

Here, the figurative cloud, a natural element, seques

tered the city, but the force of fate had "stayed" Its 

destruction. 

Later, the narrator says: 
There" lies thy goal, 'to miss or to attain. 
Gird thee, and on upon thy fateful path. 

(11. 87-88) 

Again the idea that there is a natural law is revealed, 

for the "fateful path"—a proscribed pa,th—is a compo

nent of nature. 

"Cromvrell" contains the same thene. The moun

tains themselves are a natural isolatlve factor vrhich 

is further contained by the inage of the surrounding 

water: 
High fate is theirs, vrho vrhere the silent sky 
Stoops to the soaring mountains, live and die; 
Who scale the cloud-capt height, or sink to rest 
In the deep stillness of its sheltering breast;— 
Around whose feet the exulting iraves have sung. 
The eternal hills their giant shadows flung. 

(11. 9-1^) 

2The Poems of Matthew Arnold l^jjO-lSGl^, ed. 
Sir A.T. Quiller-Coirch*̂ TLoncron: Oxforci UnTversity 
Press, 1926). Citations from Arnold in this text are 
to this edition. 
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To produce the change from the peaceful moun

tains to the fight for freedom in "Cromvrell," Arno3.d 

employs the river as an image of natural containjiient. 

Arnold's river, according to Alan H. Roper, is a com

promise image: 

The river has its source high up in the mountains 
of truth and is then so close to the divine foun
tain-head that joy and harmony are easily attained 
, , . but as it flovrs avray from the mountain it 
enters the dusty plains of arid scepticism, vrhere 
faith crumbles e.nd harmony disintegrates, , . un
til it finally merges into the sea vrhich symbol
izes the end of a cycle of history.3 

Arnold's use of the river implies not only a 

change in landscape vrhich Roper stresses is a change 

in mood, but also it discloses the existence of a cos

mic lavr, for the tide of the river moves man to his 

destiny: 

Then—like a kingly river—sirift and strong. 
The future roll'd its gathering tides along! 

(11. 133-13^) 

Three extremely vivid mechanical images form 

the basis of the short poem "To Marguerite, In Return

ing a Volume of the Letters of Ortis." First, Arnold 

finds his relationship vrith Marguerite severed. He 

relates this severance to his readers through the image 

of islands vrhich are separated by the sea: 

3Alan H. Roper, "The Moral Landscape of Arnold's 
Poetry," PMLA, LXXVII (June, 1962), 291. 
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Yes: in the sea of life enlsl'd, 
With echoing straits between us throvm. 
Dotting the shoreless watery vrlld. 
We mortal millions live alone. (11. 1-^) 

In the next stanza, the vrater image again serves as 

a force which has moved between the constituents of 

a previously whole continent: 

For surely once, they feel, we vrere 
Parts of a single continent 
Novj round us spreads the vratery plain— • 
Oh might our marges meet again! (11. 15-18) 

Concluding the poem, Arnold attributes the separa

tion to fate—fate embodied in the vrishes of a God 

and expressed through the inage of an "estranging 

sea. " 

A God, a God their severance rul'd; 
And bade betwixt their shores to be 
The unplunb'd, salt, estranging sea.. (11. 22-2^) 

"The Terrace at Berne" utilizes this same 

natural image of separation from Marguerite by the 

"sea of life." 

Like drlftvrood spars vrhich meet and pass 
Upon the boimdless ocean-p la in . 
So on the sea of life, alas! 
Man nears man, meets, and leaves again. 

I knevr it vrhen my life was young, 
I feel it still, novr youth is o'er! 
The mists are on the moimtains hung, 

And Marguerite I shall see no more. (11. ^5-52) 

"Epilogue to Lessing's Laocoon" further applies 

the vrater image in the "alluring vrave" and in the 
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"unconquerable flow," which both dictate the direc

tion that man's life will take: 

"And many, many are the souls 
Life's movement fascinates, controls. 
It dravrs them on, they cannot save 
Their feet from its alluring vrave; 
They cannot leave it, they must go 
With its unconquerable flow. (11. I63-I68) 

The eight line poem, "Destiny" reveals an 

omnipotent fate which "yok'd" and "hurl'd" nan upon 

a boimded "Field of Life"—another natural image. 

—Ask of the Povrers that sport vrith man! 

They yok'd in him, for endless strife, 
A heart of ice, a soul of fire; 
And hurl'd him on the Field of Life, 
An aimless unallay*d Desire. (11. 4-8) 

The major implication is, of course, that man has no 

power over his ovm life, but rather is controlled by 

outside forces. 

V/ater imagery as vrell as this outside power 

are both used to effect the theme of fate in "Mycerlnus. 

Or is it that some Power, too vrise, too strong. 
Even for yourselves to conquer or beguile. 
Whirls earth, and heaven, and men, and gods along, 
Like the broad rushing of the insurged Nile? 
And the great povrers vre serve, themselves may be 
Slaves of a tyrannous Necessity? (11. 37-̂ .''2) 

Herein, the natural image of the "broad rushing of the 

insurged Nile" (1. 40) moves man toirard his unavoidable 

fate. 
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The "mazy tracts of stars" produce still ano

ther image of containment: 

Where earthly voice climbs never, wing their flight, 
And in wild hunt, through mazy tracts of stars. 
Sweep in the sounding stillness of the night? 

(11. 44-46) 

A cloud barrier Image gives rise to the revelation of 

death: 

My sand runs short; and as yon star-shot ray, 
Heram'd by tvro banks of cloud, peers pale and weak. 
Now, as the barrier closes, dies avray; 
Even so do past and future intertvrine, 
Blotting this six years' space, which yet is nine. 

(11. 56-60) 

Exactly this cloud imagery is again used in 

"To a Gipsy-Child by the Sea-Shore" in vrhich 

The Guide of our dark steps a triple veil 
Betvrixt our senses and our sorrovr keeps: 
Hath sovm with cloudless passages the tale 
Of grief, and eas'd us vrith a thousand sleeps, 

(11. 49-52) 

Therefore, nature's clouds isolate man in both "Mycerin-

us" and "To a Gipsy-Child by the Sea-Shore." 

The .stream of life, or fate, is another image 

which Arnold uses in "To a Gipsy-Child by the Sea-Shore." 

This image indicates the foreordained flow of man's life: 

In the throng'd fields vrhere winning cowes by 
strife; 

And though the just sun gild, as all men pray, 
Some reaches of thy storm-vext stream of life; 

Though that blank sunshine blind thee: though 
the cloud 

That sever'd the vrorld's march and thine, is gone: 
(11. 58-62) 
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In addition to the stream of life image, this passage 

also indicates man's severance by the "blank sunshine" 

and the previously isolatlve cloud. 

"Obermann" also reveals the fate of man, in 

that his life has a specific direction—"a rigorous 

line"—from which man cannot stray: 

I go; Fate drives me: but I leave 
Half of my life with you. 

We, in some unknovrn Povrer's employ. 
Move on a rigorous line: 
Can neither, vrhen vre vrill, enjoy; 
Nor, vrhen we will, resign. (11, I3I-I36) 

Finally, the poem "Resignation" contains sun

dry images vrhich produce the theme of fate. Lines 

thirty-four and thirty-five indicate a containment in 

life—the "measur'd race"--and a fate--the "destin'd 

space," 

Through the cold glooa, vrith measur'd race, 
To usher for a destin'd space, (11. 34-35) 

In line thirteen, fate enters in the idea that "Chance 

guides the migratory race." (1. 13) That men, other 

than Obermann, are inescapably bound to life, and thus 

to fate, is a mandate of the age. Therefore, the real

istic theme of fate results from mechanical images-

images that intimate a natural law. 

'o 
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A second theme, that of death, is produced 

through mechanical images of natural containment. 

Three particular poems, "Havrorth Churchyard," "Rachel," 

and "Early Death and Fame" proffer the theme of death. 

"Havrorth Churchyard" enforces the theme of 

death through the natural containment of the road, the 

path, and the church's isolation on the hill: 

Where, behind Keighley, the road 
Up to the heart of the moors 
Betvreen heath-clad shovrery hills 
Runs, and colliers' carts 
Poach the deep ways coming down. 
And a rough, grlm'd race have their homes— 
There, on its slope, is built 
The moorland town. But the church 
Stands on the crest of the hill. 
Lonely and bleak; at its side 
The parsonage-house and the graves. (11. 86-96) 

A more direct symbolic reference is seen in the follovr-

ing lines in vrhich the path itself leads to death: 

Early she goes on the path 
To the Silent Country, and leaves 
Half her laurels unvron, 
Dying too soon: (11. 115-118) 

Part Tvro of "Rachel" reveals the same type of 

image of natural containment in the path to be taken 

to death: 

Unto a lonely villa in a dell 
Above the fragrant warm Provencal shore 
The dying Rachel in a chair they bore 
Up the steep pine-plumed paths of the Estrelle, 

(11. 1-4) 
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Again in "Early Death and Fame," the "track" or path 

to death is traveled. 

For him who must see many years, 
I praise the life vrhich slips avray 
Out of the light and mutely; vrhich avoids 
Fame, and her less fair follovrers, envy, strife, 
Stupid detraction, jealousy, cabal, 
Insincere praises; vrhich descends 

The quiet mossy track to age. (11. 1-7) 

Thus, death in Arnold's poetry seems a result 

of the natural lavr or cosmic morality and is entered 

upon by a natural image, a path, vrhich separates the 

way of death from the direction of the living vrorld. 

That man can come to a self realization or 

reach a state of selfhood is the third theme achieved 

through mechanical images of natural containment, Man's 

realization of the meaning of his life or his realiza

tion of his inability to achieve selfhood creates the 

realism inherent In the mechanical iraage of natural 

containment. "The Buried Life" concerns man's quest 

for selfhood or for the meaning of his existence. 

This selfhood is first portrayed in a natural image 

of the "River of Life." 

Even in his own despite, his being*s law. 
Bade through the deep recesses of oiir breast 
The unregarded River of our Life 
Pursue vrith indiscernible flow its vray; 
And that we should not see 
The buried stream, and seem to be 
Eddying about in blind uncertainty, 
Though driving on with it eternally. (11. 37-44) 
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According to "The Buried Life," then, man can never 

know the actual Importance of his life. 

Next, man finds himself bound within the city 

streets: 

But often, in the vrorld's most crowded streets. 
But often, in the din of strife. 
There rises an unspeakable desire 
After the knowledge of our buried life, 
A thirst to spend our fire and restless force 
In tracking out our true,- original course; 

(11. 45-50) 

Thus, again man's desire to understand life is present, 

but his inability to do so is obvious. 

The line or specific path raan is destined to 

travel creates another image: 

And vre have been on many thousand lines. 
And vre have shown on each talent and povrer. 
But hardly have we, for one little hour. 
Been on our ovm line, have vre been ourselves; 

(11, 57-60) 

A tvrofold picture of sea and distant land conclude 

this poem's natural images and reveal man's fruitless 

fight for self-knowledge: 

Yet still from time to time, vague and forlorn,-
Prom the soul's subterranean depth upborne 
As from an infinitely distant land. 
Come airs, and floating echoes, and convey 
A melancholy into all our day, (11. 72-76) 

Therefore, "The Buried Life" utilizes four varying 

mechanical images of natural containment to produce 

the theme of selfhood. 
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In the praise of the poet found in "Epilogue 

to Lessing's Laocoon," man's mechanical containment 

within life's stream is stressed: 

"Only a few the life-stream's shore 
With safe imvrandering feet explore, 
Untired its movement bright attend, 
Follow its windings to the end. 
Then from its brimming vraves their eye 
Drinks up delighted ecstasy. 
And its deep-toned, melodious voice, 
For ever makes their ear rejoice. 
They speak! the happiness divine 
They feel, runs o'er in every line. 
Its spell is round them like a shower; 
It gives them pathos, gives them povrer. 

(11. 189-200) 

"To a Republican Friend, 1848, Continued" creates 

a natural image of the narrovr valley gorge vrhich man tra

vels to obtain a self-knovrledge: 

Seeing this Vale, this Earth, vrhereon we dream. 
Is on all sides o'ershadow'd by the high 
Uno'erleap'd Mountains of Necessity, 
Sparing us narrower marsin than ue deem, 

(11. 5-8) 

Here, man travels bet\;een the isolatlve mountains. This 

same narrow path is the one man must ascend in "Rugby 

Chapel." As William S*. Peterson sees it: 
For Matthew Arnold, spiritual achievement in life 
is distinctly a solitary affair, While most men 
eddy about aimlessly in this vrorld, a few strong 
souls find "a clear-purposed goal" and begin the 
lonely ascent up the treacherous mountain trail.^ 

^William S, Peterson, "The Landscapes of 'Rugby 
Chapel'," The Victorian Newsletter, XXV (Spring, 1964), 
23. 
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Man has sought this treacherous path, not realizing 

the difficulties vrhich he would encounter: 

We, we have chosen our path— 
Path to a clear-purposed goal. 
Path of advance! but it leads 
A long, steep journey, through sunk 
Gorges, o'er mountains In snow! 
Cheerful, with friends, we set forth; 
Then, on the height, comes the storm! 
Thunder crashes from rock 
To rock, the cataracts reply; 
-Lightnings dazzle our eyes; 
Roaring torrents have breach'd 
The track, the stream-bed descends 
In the place vrhere the vrayfarer once 
Planted his footstep--the spray 
Boils o'er its borders; (11. 83-98) 

Although man has chosen his specific path, he is des

tined to move on one of fate's paths: 

See! in the rocks of the vrorld 
Marches the host of mankind, 
A feeble, vravering line. (11, 171-I73) 

Likewise the natural iriage of the path of destiny holds 

the Youth of "The Strayed Reveller" vrho tells of his 

journey to Circe's palace: 

Quick I pass'd, following 
The vrood-cutters' cart-track 
Dovm the dark valley;—I saw 
On my left, through the beeches. 
Thy palace, Goddess, (11. 40-45) 

In this image, the cart-track destines the Youth by lead

ing him to Circe's palace. 

Indeed, not to be forgotten are the painful cos

mic visions of the Youth as contrasted to the painless 
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observation of these same scenes by the gods, both of 

which views reveal man contained within a specific 

environment, 

"A SiAiamer Night" is one of the poems which u-

tilizes various natural images, all of vrhich recur in 

Arnold's verse. The first stanza presents the not un

common image of isolation in the city as vrell as the 

containment of the vrorld vrithin the horizon: 

In the deserted moon-blanch'd street 
How lonely rings the ec?io of my feet! (11, 1-2) 

Dovm at the far horizon's rim. 
Doth a vrhole tract of heaven disclose. 

(11. 9-10) 

The comparison of nan's vrorld to a "brazen 

prison" again exposes man sequestered viith nature in 

"the sun's hot eye" overlooking man. 

For most men in a brazen prison live, 
Where in the sun's hot eye. 
With heads bent o'er their toil, they languidly 
Their lives to some unmeaning taskwork give, 

(11. 37-40) 

Last, Arnold's prevalent sea-of-life image reveals 

man's striving against fate for a type of selfhood. 

Despotic on life's sea, 
Trade-vrlnds that cross it from eternity. 
A while he holds some false vray, undebarr'd 

By thvrarting signs, and braves 
The freshening vrlnd and blackening vraves. 
And then the tempest strikes him, and between 
The lightning bursts is seen 
Only a driving vrreck. 
And the pale Master on his spar-strewn deck 
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With anguish'd face and flying hair 
Grasping the rudder hard. 
Still bent to make some port he knows not where, 
Still standing for sorae false Impossible shore. 

(11. 57-69) 

Thus, man, on "life's sea" has no escape from the nat

ural law, for he is bound by the tempest's "blacken

ing vrave s. " 

Selfhood in "V/ritten in Butler's Sermons" ap

pears in "man's one Nature." Herein, the Islands, the 

sea, the path of life, and the clouds are all amassed 

to contain man's desire for a self-realization: 

Where man's one Nature, queen-like, sits alone. 
Centred in a majestic unity? 
And rays her powers, like sister Islands, seen 
Linking their coral arms under the sea: 
Or cluster'd peaks, vrith plxmging gulfs between 
Spann'd by aerial arches, all of gold; 
Whereo'er the chariot vrheels of Life are roll'd 
In cloudy circles, to eternity. 

(11. 7-14) 

The last theme created through mechanical im

ages of natural containment in self-development is 

love's povrer to overcome impersonality, R.A. Forsyth 

supports Arnold's use of this theme, since it 
. . . seems natural that in his personal efforts 
to re-establish an "heroic" balance in his "un-
poetic" times, Arnold should be driven back on 
human love as the experience through vrhich he 
would most likely resolve his sense of isolation 
and loneliness,5 

5R.A. Forsyth, "'The Burled Life'—The Contrast
ing Vievrs of Arnold and Clough in the Context of Dr. 
Arnold's Historiography," B:ngllsh Literary History, XXXV 
(June, 1968), 218. 
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"The Burled Life" illustrates this resolution of lone

liness through personal love: 

Only—but this is rare— 
When a beloved hand is laid in ours. 
When, jaded i-rith the rush and glare 
Of the interminable hours. 
Our eyes can in another's eyes read clear. 
When our world-deafen'd ear 
Is by the tones of a lov'd voice caress'd, 
A bolt is shot back somcvrhere in our breast 

And a lost pulse of feeling stirs again: 
The eye sinks invrard," and the heart lies plain. 
And vrhat vre mean, we say, and what vre vrould, vre 

know. 
A man becomes aware of his life's flovr. 
And hears its vrindlng murmur, and he sees 
The meadovrs vrhere it glides, the sun, the breeze. ; 

And there arrives a lull in the hot race 
V/hereln he doth for ever chase p 
That flying and elusive shadow. Rest, S 
An air of coolness plays upon his face, * 
And an unvronted calm pervades his breast, ' J 
And then he thinks he knovrs '| 

The Hills vrhere his life rose, ^ 
And the Sea where it goes. (11. 77-98) 

The only remedy, then, to nature's impersonal contain

ment of man vrithin "life's floxr" and the "hot race" is 

in the therapeutic quality of love, 

"Dover Beach" relates a similar situation using 

nature's containment of man on the darkling plain, A-

gain, the panacea is love: 

' Ahj love, let us be true 
To one another! for the vrorld, vrhich seems 
To lie before us like a land of dreams. 
So various, so beautiful, so ne\i, 
Hath really neither joy, nor love, nor light. 
Nor certitude, nor peace, nor help for pain; 
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And we- are here as on a darkling plain 
Swept with confused alarms of struggle and flight, 
Where ignorant armies clash by night. 

(11. 29-37) 

"Memorial Verses" employs a theme of redemp

tion through a different type of love—a reverence. 

Isolated by the "wintry clime" of society—a natural 

image—man is avrakened to existing beauty through the 

efforts of the poet: 

He too upon a wintry clime 
Had fallen—on this iron time 
Of doubts, disputes, distractions, fears. 
He found us when the age had bound 
Our souls in its benumbing round; 
He spoke, and loos'd our heart in tears. 
He laid us as vre lay at birth 
On the cool flovrery lap of earth; 
Smiles broke from us and vre had ease. 
The hills vrere round us, and- the breeze 
Went o'er the sun-lit fields again: 
Our foreheads felt the vrlnd and rain. 
Our youth return*d for there vras shed 
On spirits that had long been dead, 
Spirits dried up and closely-furl'd. 
The freshness of the early vrorld, 

(11. 42-57) 

The theme of a personal love overpovrering the mechan

ical world must not be overlooked, then, in a study of 

Matthew Arnold's mechanical images, because it forms 

the foundation of meaning for such important poems as 

"The Buried Life," "Memorial Verses," and "Dover Beach," 

In addition, Matthew Arnold has created an actual solu*-

tion to the problem of the corrupting influence of 
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modernity, rather than simply refuting its effects 

on society. Furthermore, it is through images of 

natural containment that Arnold reveals his theme 

of love's povrer to overcome impersonality. 

William Robbins sums up the cosmic lavr lead

ing to themes of self development in the poetry of 

Matthew Arnold: 

How to preserve individual morality and to de
velop social ethics—this in effect vras the 
problem as Arnold saw it and the task to vrhich 
he set himself.6 

Arnold's concern, then, was vrith individual man and 

the elements vrhich Influence each man's personal 

growth or self development. Arnold saw the discre

pancy betvreen the progress of society as a vrhole and 

the self knowledge of man as an individual, and it 

was to the task, as Robbins mentions, of supporting 

man, the unitary person, that Arnold dedicated him

self. In executing this task, Arnold employed the 

realistic themes of unalterable fate, death, self

hood, and love's power. More important, hovrever, 

Arnold developed these themes through use of images 

6willlam Robbins, The Ethĵ cal Idealism £f 
Mat.thew Arnold (London: Wiriiam Heinemann, Ltd. , 
1959Trp. 179. 
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of natural containment, most prominently, the cloud, 

path, sea, island, field, and river of life. 



CHAPTER III 

MECHANICAL IMAGES OF MAN'S DEFEAT? 

A SOURCE OF REALISM 

The mechanical image of natural contaii iont, 

as previously mentioned, produces a picture of man's 

isolation from the world by some force of nature. 

That there exists a cosmic lavr or norality which de

termines man's actions and whose povrer man can in no 

way overcome, is implicit herein. His belief that 

man has no free will but is destined in all that he 

does, caused Matthevr Arnold's att? - ." ̂  concerning 

life's futility. Lionel Trilliii^'L dl/e ;urse on this 

attitude includes a passage froni Serrr̂ coiir: 

The moods of dejection. . . in t.iis age of con
flict betvreen religion and Gcl:r::-t; ^^.re found to 
stem from the misery of llvlr- in ii pointless 
universe which makes pointloc:^ ô --}rvx:hing in it. 
"The ox is stro2ig and po^erTul;'^ wnt^s Ssnan-
cour, "but he dees not >ac-j it. Ka absorbs a 
vast multitude of vec;ci;at.'.: i? he covoiirs a ne'-
dow. V/hat important r.dTr::t̂ ,x- tc^z h^ deT?.7e 
from it? He ruminates, bj 7?3jca":eo slu::\ ̂ iohl;' 
in the stable where he is iti/ivr̂ d b," :^ rv n iioa-zy, 
melancholy, useless v,s hi:2colf, Tiis can will 
slay the ox, :/ill eat it r.,vX vrlll -no'c ho î ie cej-̂  
ter off, and after the o:z ij i ̂ d̂ tne i:.-.n hi^j-ze^f 
will die. What will then TG ;:.in of bocbv A lia-d-
xul of fertilising flatter 'iil̂ b will ;;roi-:::c -•-: 
grass to nourish other flesh": wh"-t ''. v̂ -̂in -v:a .•••.-
elo^iuint alternation of life ^/'-l -— -w* J.i 
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an universe'. What can be the advantage of exist
ing rather than of existing not?"-!-

That life has no purpose, that life holds no promise 

for man, is the belief from which the second category 

of themes of realism produced by mechanical images of 

natural containment, the images of man's defeat, re

sulted. Three classifications of mechanical images of 

natural containment reveal man's defeat through his ovm 

insignificance, the vrorld's destruction of individual 

man, and nature's rejection of man. 

That Arnold felt poignantly man's personal re

sponsibility for his insignificance is the theory of 

Hovrard F, Lowry: 

He [Arnold] felt quite coolly that any mechanical 
age vrould be only temporarily fascinating to men 
who, after they had made themselves perfectly com
fortable, would perhaps also discover that they 
had minds. Indeed, Arnold rather liked doors that 
opened, windows that shut, and watches that ran. 
The machinery he feared vras not gadgets, but minds 
that vrorked like machines—clanking out in reli
gion, in politics, in social life, their ovm for
mulae and prejudices as if by rote.2 

^Trilling, Matthew Arnold, X)p. 84-85. Trilling's 
quotation is from Etienne pTvert de Senancour, Obermann 
(Paris, 1833)» no page reference given. 

2Koward F. Lovrry, Matthevr Arnold and the Modern 
Spirit (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 19^1), 
p. 7. 
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This neglect of man to develop his ovm mental facul

ties, to be something other than mere machinery, is 

the topic of "To the Duke of Wellington." Here 

Arnold denounces the man who, as a result of his me

chanical mind, unthinkingly and erroneously praises. 

The feeble sons of pleasure set their hand: 
And in this vision of the general lavr. 
Hast labour'd with the foremost, hast become 
Laborious, persevering, serious, firm? 
For this, thy track, across the fretful foam 
Of vehement actions vrithout scope or term, 
Call'd History keeps a splendor: due to vrit. 
Which savr one clue to life, and follovr'd it. 

"""*" (11. 7-16) 

First, "the general law" of the second line demonstra

tes Arnold's belief in a cosinic morality vrhich rules 

all men, while the image of the "track, across the 

fretful foam" contains man vrithin a natural environ

ment—the water. This image reveals Arnold's theme 

that in praising an idiot, man demonstrates his ovm 

idiocy and thus his ovm mental insignificance. 

Man's insignificance when compared to the in

tellectual is the theme of "Shakespeare," "In Utrumque 

Paratus," and "Thyrsls." The first presents an iso

lation of the truly great mind on the mountain top, 

while mankind in general, drifts in "the cloudy border 

of his base," a natural iraage Isolating man vrho is im-

able to attain the height of superior knowledge: 
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. . . For the loftiest hill 
That to the stars uncrovrns his majesty. 
Planting his steadfast footsteps in the sea, 
Making the Heaven of Heavens his dwelling-place. 
Spares but the cloudy border of his base 

To the foil'd searching of mortality: (11. 53-58) 

Certainly the image of nature both in the vrord planting 

and in the sea makes immobile and, therefore, permanently 

significant, the position of the mountain which in it

self is separate from man and symbolizes Shakespeare's 

Intellectual superiority, Paull F. Bauci explains 

"Shakespeare" in Ten Studies in the Poetry £f Matthew 

Arnold as including precisely this type of containment: 
We ask for knovrledge, of vrhatever kind, and Shakes
peare perhaps has it in abundance yet declines to 
impart it (or simply, is above knovrledge). He is 
like a tovrering hill vrhich we "can knovr only at its 
cloudy base, where vre mortals pursue our foiled 
search for truth--or possibly our search for ans
wers he declines to give.3 

Thus, Baum feels that Arnold's thene incorporates the 

inability of mankind to achieve the heights of intel

ligence, and he stresses, of course, the cloud image— 

the fogginess of the comman man's mind—vrhich Arnold 

employs to achieve his theme. 

"In Utrumque Paratus" does not specify the in

tellectual who is its study as does "Shakespeare"; 

3Paull F. Baum, Ten Studies in the Poejtry of 
Matthew Arnold (Durham, North Carolina: Duke Univer
sity Pres-s, 1958), p. 12. 
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however, the same Imowledge, unachievable to the com

mon man, remains isolated by a similar natural image— 

the high mountain: 

Thin, thin the pleasant human noises grow; 
And faint the city gleams; 

Rare the lone pastoral huts: marvel not thou! 
The solemn peaks but to the stars are Imovrn, 
But to the stars, and the cold lujiar bearjs: 
Alone the sun arises, and alone 

Spring the great streams. (11. 15-21) 

0 seeming sole to avrake, thy sun-bath'd head 
Piercing the solerin clotid 

Round thy still dreaming brother-vrorld outspread! 
0 man, vfhom Earth, thy long-vext mother, bare 
Not vrithout joy; so radiant, so endovr'd— 

(11. 29-33) 

In these lines, man is seen to move continually further 

from the city—the dvrelling of the common mind. As the 

reader progresses from the image of the "lone pastoral 

huts" to that of the high "solemn peaks," he realizes 

again Arnold's image of containment of intellect from 

the common man. The pictujre of the "sun-bath*d head/ 

Piercing the solemn cloud," (11. 29-30) as in "Shakes

peare," reveals the ability of the few to rise above 

the fogginess of average mentality. 

The separation of the vievrer from the normal 

flow of life that is present in "In Utruraque Paratus" 

also- occurs in "Thyrsls," for here the prodigy is iso

lated by the "ever-nearing circle" vrhich contains him 
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in the natural element of night: 

Yes, thou art gone! and round me too the night 
In ever-nearing circle weaves her shade, 
I see her veil draw soft across the day, 
I feel her slowly chilling breath invade 
The cheek grown thin, the brown hair sprent 

with grey; (11. I31-135) 

Again, the veil of night reveals a containment vrhile 

•the "slovrly chilling breath" indicates man's inepti

tude to defend himself from nature, or his insigni

ficance. In this environment the observer capably com

prehends that supreme knovrledge or truth is unattain

able to the ordinary man: 

And high the mountain-tops, in cloudy air. 
The mountain-tops vrhere is the throne of Truth, 
Tops in life's morning-sun so bright and bare! 
Unbreachable the fort 

Of the long-batter'd world uplifts its wall. 
(11. ii}.3-i47) 

Identical to "Shakespeare" and "In Utriimque Paratus" 

is the moimtain—an image of nature—surrounded by ano

ther natural factor, the clouds. 

Emphasizing man's insignificance vrithin nature 

through images of natural containment are tvro other 

poems, "Heine's Grave," and "A Dream." "Heine's Grave" 

portrays the youthful- Heine mounting the hills to a 

point from vrhich he can vievr the surrounding landscape, 

compared with vrhich man is mere nothingness: 
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A youth, with the foot of youth, 
Heine! thou climbest again. 
Up, through the tall dark firs 
VJarming their heads in the sun. 
Chequering the grass with their shade— 
Up, by the stream with its huge 
Moss-himg boulders and thin 
Musical vrater half-hid— 
Up, o'er the rock-strevrn slope. 
With the sinking sun, and the air 
Chill, and the shadovrs noxr 
Long on the grey hill-side--
To the stone-roof'd hut at the top. 

Or, yet later, in vratch 
On the roof of the Brocken tovrer 
Thou standest, gazing! to see 
The broad red sun, over field 
Forest and city and spire 
And mist-track'd stream of the wide 
Wide Gerran land, going dovm 
In a bank of vapours—-again 

Standest! at nightfall, alone. (11. 15^-175) 

The frequency with which images of natural containment 

occur in these two stanzas is amazing. First, in his 

ascent, Heine becomes separated from life's normal flovr 

by the "tall dark firs." Next he is isolated by the 

stream and the "moss-hung boulders." As Heine progresses 

further, he mounts the "rock-strevm slope," whose height 

forms a definite containment from mankind. Still later, 

on the Brocken tower, Heine finds that height again iso

lates him. From this overlook, Heine notices various 

other scenes, all of which form images of natural contain

ment. He views the separateness of the "forest and city 
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and spire," the "mist-track'd stream" which severs 

the German land, and the "bank of vapours" vrhich 

forms a barrier from the environment. Thus each of 

these images is of nature; each reveals a factor of 

containment; and each aids in evolving the theme of 

man's insig-nificance. 

"A Dream" reveals a similar insignificance 

of man as compared to the river, vrhich itself is a 

symbol of fate, but vrhich in entering the sea exem

plifies infinitesimal man: 

One moment, on the rapid's top, our boat 
H\ing pois'd—and then the darting River of Life, 
Loud thundering, bore us by: svrift, svrift it foam'd; 
Black under cliffs it rac'd, round headlands shone. 
Soon the plank'd cottage 'mid the sun-vrarin'd pines 
Faded, the moss, the rocks; us burning Plains 
Bristled with cities, us the Sea receiv'd. 

(11. 30-36) 

Again, man begins at an isolatlve height, "on the ra

pid's top" before being bound vrithin the river by the 

cliffs, the pines, and the rocks. Finally, the image 

of man's moving from a solitary, contained state and 

merging into the sea concludes the images of natural 

containment vrhich produce the feeling of the inconse

quence of man as compared to the universe. Thus, the 

theme of man's insignificance is created by images re

vealing man's non-intellectuality and those describing 
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his physical minuteness as compared to his natural 

surroundings. 

A third, and perhaps the most prominent topic 

producing the theme of man's insignificance also em

bodies the natural law or cosmic morality. This idea 

involves not only nature's determining man's destiny, 

but her dooming him to defeat. 

That the vrorld destroys individual man is no 

where more evident than in Arnold's famed "Dover Beach, 

since herein the world 

Hath really neither joy, nor love, nor light. 
Nor certitude, nor peace, nor help for pain; 
And we are here as on a darkling plain 
Svrept vrith confused alarms of struggle and flight, 
V/here ignorant armies clash by night. (11. 33-37) 

The much discussed image of the "darkling plain" is 

both natural and Isolatlve, for man cannot escape the 

plain whereon "ignorant armies clash by night." (1. 37) 

He is, instead, contained within the plain and doomed 

to enter the struggle. 

"The Future" portrays a scene of destruction 

through modernity. In his supposed progress, man, the 

individual, has been demolished: 

This tract which the River of Time 
Novr flows through vrith us, is the Plain. 
Gone is the calm of its earlier shore. 
Border'd by cities and hoarse 
With a thousand cries is its stream. 
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And we on its breast, our minds 
Are confus'd as the cries which we hear. 
Changing and shot as the sights which we see. 

And vre say that repose has fled 
For ever the course of the River of Time. 
That cities will crovrd to its edge 
In a blacker incessanter line; 
That the din will be more on its banks. 
Denser the trade on its stream. 
Platter the plain where it flows. 
Fiercer the sun overhead. 

That never will those on its breast 
See an ennobling sight. 
Drink of the feeling of quiet again. (11. 50-68) 

As in many of his poems, Arnold presents a sequence of 

images of natural containment in "The Future." First, 

the "River of Time" separates man, for any river will 

necessarily move anything on it in the direction of its 

flow. Therefore, man has no hope to do other than to 

move vrith the river. Later, the shoreline, "border'd 

by cities" forms another boimdary vrhich contains man. 

The second stanza reinforces the image of the "River of 

Time," in addition to effectively describing the cities 

as becoming a "blacker incessanter line." The line it

self Is another image of containment, for anything on 

it is separated from the areas on either side. The 

belief that individual man has been defeated by modernity 

which isolates him from natural beauty completes the 

theme of the poem, 

Arnold's mechanical image is again forcefully 
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applied to contemporary life in "Memorial Verses." 

Speaking of Wordsworth, the poem relates that 

He too upon a vrintry clime 
Had fallen—on this iron time 
Of doubts, disputes, distractions, fears. 
He found us vrhen the age had bound 

Our souls in its benumbing round; (11. ̂ 12-46) 

The iraage of a "wintry clime" illustrates an obviously 

natural element while also implying containment within 

a specific and directed path. Moreover, the "benumbing 

round" had bound, or contained, men's souls vrithin the 

modern era, again producing the theme of man's defeat 

by contemporary progress, 

"The Scholar Gipsy" relates almost identically 

to "Dover Beach," "The Future," and "Memorial Verses" 

in theme. Once again it is the age—the modern world— 

vrhich is destroying, not only the scholar gipsy, but 

all man:. 
0 bom in days when vrlts vrere fresh and clear, 
And life ran gaily as the sparkling Thames; 
Before this strange disease of modern life, 
With its sick hurry, its divided aims. 
Its heads o'ertax'd, its palsied hearts, vras 

rife-
Fly hence, our contact fear! 

Still fly, plunge deeper in the bowering vrood! 
Averse, as Dido did with gesture stern 
From her false friend's approach in Hades turn, 
V/ave us avray, and keep thy solitude. 
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Still nursing the unconquerable hope-. 
Still clutching the inviolable shade, 
With a free onward impulse brushing through. 
By night, the silver'd branches of the glade— 
Far on the forest skirts, vrhere none pursue. 
On some mild pastoral slope 

Emerge, and resting on the moonlit pales, 
(11. 201-217) 

The scholar gipsy has, in Arnold's opinion, wisely iso

lated himself from the destructive vrorld. Arnold's river 

image, in this instance also, reveals a destined direc

tion to man's life, for "life ran gaily as the sparkling 

Thames." (1. 202) Later, the "bowering vrood" into which 

the scholar gipsy is advised to "plunge deeper" forms a 

definite natural barrier between the modern distractions 

and nature's beauty. The second stanza describes "the 

silver'd branches of the glade"—a natural opening in 

which man could be contained. Also, the "forest skirts" 

indicates the boundary of the vroods, while the "mild pas

toral slope" is another of Arnold's isolatlve images a-

chieved throtigh height. Therefore, "The Scholar Gipsy" 

reveals through images of natural containment that so

ciety vrill destroy individual man and that the only remedy 

is to be found in nature. 

Somewhat different an approach yet still con

cerning the theme of the vrorld's destruction of individ

uality—in this case, of angels—is "Men of Genius." In 
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the first stanza, man fights the earthly battle vrhile 

the involved heavens vratch: 

Silent, the Lord of the world 
Eyes from the heavenly height. 
Girt by his far-shining train. 

Us, who with banners unfurl'd 
Fight life's many-chanc'd fight 
Madly below, in the plain. (11, 1-6) 

The plain, here, is similar to the "Dover Beach" plain 

in that man is contained on it, thus is forced to par

ticipate in the struggle. After the descent of the 

angels to this "cloud-vrrapt, perilous plain" (1. 27) 

the wreckage increases: 

Some in the tumult are lost: 
Baffled, bevrilder'd, they stray, 
Some as prisoners draw breath. 

Others—the bravest--are cross'd. 
On the height of their bold-follow'd vray, 
By the ŝ -rift-rushing missile of Death. 

Hardly, hardly shall one 
Come, with countenance bright. 
O'er the cloud-vrrapt, perilous plain: 

His Master's errand vrell done, 
Safe through the smoke of the fight, 
Back to his Master again. (11. 19-30) 

The cloud image, as elsevrhere in Arnold's poetry, serves 

as an isolatlve element vrhich borders the "perilous 

plain." Further separating the earthly plain from- the 

heavenly existence is the "smoke of the fight"—a barrier 

which must be overcome in order to attain the heavenly. 

Thus through images of natural containment, Matthew 
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Arnold again presents the theme that the modern world 

stops for neither man nor angel, but pushes forward 

in ruination of all individuality and beauty. 

Finally, in "Empedocles on Etna," "To an In

dependent Preacher," and "Stanzas from the Grande Char

treuse," nature's rejection of man is developed through 

images of natural containment. Lionel Trilling observes: 

Nature is neutral, man is part of Nature and there 
is no morality, in the human sense, to be found in 
her: for Arnold, at this time, this much is clear. 
The only cosmic morality is that all things fulfil 
CsicJ the law of their ovm being. No special pro
mise has been made to mam he too must fulfil the 
lavr of his ovm physical being. The greater part ^ 
of the speeches of Empedocles is taken up vrith the ^ 
directions for follovring this lavr. "Born into life 3 
vre are, and life must be our mould"—this is Arnold's 5 
theme, a doctrine of acquiescence, . . . for hovrever ;̂ 
much man may reason vrith himself, there is alvrays the .* 
sense of something beyond the povrers he can actually j 
prove. However logically he may maintain that he is •** 
but part of the natural order, a drive vrithin him 
makes a dichotomy betvreen him and the order, ̂  

The charr'd vraste image in Act II reveals this dichotomy 

in nature's disapproval of man: 

Alone!— 
On this charr'd, blacken'd, melancholy vraste, 
Crovrn'd by the awful peak, Etna's great mouth. 

'̂'Trilling, Matthew Arnold, pp, 87-88, 
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Round which the sullen vapour rolls—alone! 
Pausanias is far hence, and that is well. 
For I must henceforth speak no more with man. 
He has his lesson too, and that debt's paid; 
And the good, learned, friendly, quiet man. 
May braveller front his life, and in himself 
Find henceforth energy and heart; but I 
The vreary man, the banish'd citizen— 
V7hose banishment is not his greatest ill. 
Whose vreariness no energy can reach. 
And for whose hurt courage is not the cure--
What should I do vrith life and living more? 

(11. 1-15) 

In this stanza, Empedocles' solitude and the "charr'd, 

melancholy vraste," isolate him. That the vraste is a 

natural element from vrhich man can vievr another of na

ture's barriers, "the avrful peak," is obvious. The 

image of Mount Etna Is similar to other of Arnold's 

mountain images, in that contained from the flovr of 

life by the height of a mountain, the dissatisfied in

tellectual dwells. Another Arnoldian natural image is 

the vapour vrhich surrounds the moimtain—a second bound

ary necessary to cross before achieving the height of 

Intellect, Already in this stanza, Empedocles, because 

of Arnold's images of natural containment, is seen as a 

man defeated by nature. Empedocles' further renuncia

tion by nature appears in the crater scene, in which he 

is again isolated on the mountain top: 
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Upon whose charr'd and quaking crust I stand. 
Thou, too, brimmest with life!—the sea of cloud. 
That heaves its î rhite and billowy vapours up 
To moat this isle of ashes from the world. 
Lives!—and that other fainter sea, far dovm. 
O'er vrhose lit floor a road of moonbeams leads 
To Etna's Liparî an sister-fires 
And the long dusky line of Italy— 
That mild and luminous floor of vraters lives. 
With held-in joy swelling its heart!—I only. 
Whose spring of hope is dried, vrhose spirit has 

fall'd— 
I, vrho have not, like these, in solitude 
Maintain'd courage and force, and in myself 
Nursed an immortal vigour—I alone 
Am dead to life and joy; therefore I read 
In all things my ovrn deadness. (II, 307-322) 

A repetition of the separation of Empedocles 

on the moimtain vrith the same vapour, now described as 

"the sea of cloud/That heaves its vrhite and blllovry 

vapours up" (II, 3O8-309) reinforces the image of nat

ural containment in Act II, lines one through fifteen. 

Still another isolatlve image occurs in the follovring 

line in vrhich the "isle of ashes" is moated from the 

world. Later, the "road ©f moonbeams" demonstrates 

again, Arnold's use of a natural element as a direc

tive of fate—a cosmic morality's determination of man's 

destiny. 

Empedocles attains the realization that nature 

does inevitably triumph over man. In describing Emped

ocles' realization, Arnold utilizes the contained 
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"meadow of calamity," a distinct image of natural 

containment: 

And then we shall unwillingly return 
Back to this meadow of calamity, 
This imcongenlal place, this human life; 

(II, 364-366) 

"To an Independent Preacher" specifies that 

it is not for man to understand nature, but for na

ture to accept man, for here again nature's povrer de

feats man: 
Nature is cruel; man is sick of blood: 
Nature is stubborn; man vrould fain adore: 
Nature is fickle; man hath need of rest: 
Nature forgives no debt, and fears no grave; 
Man vrould be mild, and vrith safe conscience blest. 
Man must begin, knovr this, where Nature ends; 
Nature and man can never be fast friends. 
Fool, if thou canst not pass her, rest her slave! 

(11. 7-14) 

That this acceptance has not been effected is evidenced 

by "Stanzas from the Grande Chartreuse" in vrhich man is 

V/andering betvreen tvro vrorlds, one dead. 
The other powerless to be born. 
With nowhere yet to rest my head. 
Like these, on earth I vrait forlorn. 
Their faith, my tears, the world deride; 
I come to shed them at their side. 

Oh, hide me in your gloom profound. 
Ye solemn seats of holy pain! 
Take me, cowl'd forms, and fence me round, 
Till I possess my soul again! 
Till free my thoughts before me roll. 
Not chafed by hourly false control, (11. 85-96) 

One of Arnold's best knovm images remains, of course, 
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this wasteland "between tvro worlds." In the image, 

man is bound to a middle ground from which he can 

enter neither world. The "gloom profound," in vrhich 

Arnold desires to hide, indicates the same separation 

from life as is observable in his wish to be fenced 

roimd by the cowled forms. Therefore, not only is 

man unable to find acceptance by nature, but nature 

has also revoked her therapeutic qualities causing man 

to lack a soul. 

In effect, then, images of natural containment 

revealing man's defeat play a major role in creating 

their.es of reality in Matthew Arnold's poetry. Of this 

reality, Lionel Trilling says that to Arnold 

. . . action is not alvrays itself—that it goes be
yond itself, becomes a means of faith, a vray of es
caping thought and vrhat seem to be the humiliations 
of necessary doubt. No-r, in a day vrhen intellec
tual men are often called upon to question their in
tellect and to believe that thought is inferior to 
action and opposed to it, that blind partisanship is 
fidelity to an idea, Arnold has still a vrord to say--
not against the taking of sides but against the be
lief that taking a side settles things or requires 
the suspension of reason.5 

This suspension of reason vras the fallacy of the age a-

gainst which Arnold fought by bringing themes of reality 

to his readers. 

5Trilling, Matthew Arnold, p. xiii. 
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CHAPTER IV 

AESTHETIC IMAGES OF NATURAL CONTAINMENT 

A SOURCE-OF ROMANTICISM 

A statement from G,H, Lewes cited by a critic 

in the tvrontieth century well describes the dilemma 

of Matthew Arnold and many of his contemporaries: 

[The nineteenth century is] an age of imiversal 
anarchy of thought, with strong desire for or
ganization;—an age, succeeding one of destruc
tion, anxious to reconstruct,—anxious, but as 
yet impotent.1 

Precisely this powerlessness caused man to cling to 

the past, to accept, at least partially, the age vrhich 

was once certain~-the Romantic Age. Thus in Arnold's 

poetry, various themes of Romanticism occur, D.G, 

James lends assurance that in 

. , , the Romantic doctrine of hiLman knovrledge, 
the fundamental notion is that, In any analysis 
of human knowledge, Aesthetic must hold the 
prime place,2 

This aestheticism, in the form of aesthetic images of 

natural containment, creates tvro specific Romantic 

^G.H. Levres, "The State of Historical Science 
in France," British and Foreign Quarterly Revievr,. XVI 
(1844), p. 73» quotea in R.A. "Forsyth, "''The Buried 
Life'," p. 218. 

^D.G. James, Matthew Arnold and the Decline of 
English Romanticism (Oxfords ClarencTon Press', f^OT) , 
p. 3B7"* 
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themes in Matthew Arnold's poetry: the achievement 

of calm and the glorification of nature. 

Arnold uses as the theme of many of his poems 

the previous—the peace of mind or the calm achieved 

through man's unity with and containment by nature. 

"The Church of Brou" presents the ordered serenity 

surrounding the church vrhich itself is physically con

tained by the stream: 

At sunrise, from their devry lair 
Crossing the stream, the kine are seen 

Round the vrall to stray; 
The churchyard vrall that clips the square 
Of shaven hill-svrard trim and green 

Where last year they lay. 
But all things novr are order'd fair 
Round the Church of Brou-. (II, 9-l6) 

Later in the same poem the calm found in death is 

described: 

Or let it be on autumn nights, vrhen rain 
Doth rustlingly above your heads complain 
On the smooth leaden roof, and on the walls 
Shedding her pensive light at intervals 
The Moon through the clere-story vrindovrs shines. 
And the vrlnd wails among the mountain pines. 
Then, gazing up through the dim pillars high, 
The foliag'd marble forest vrhere ye lie, 
• Hush*—ye vrill say--'it is eternity, 
This is the glimmering verg-e of Heaven, and these 
The columns of the Heavenly Palaces.•--
And in the sweeping of the vrlnd y~our ear 
The passage of the Angels' wings vrill hear. 
And on the lichen-crusted leads above 
The rustle of the eternal rain of Love. 

(Ill, 32-46) 
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The tranquillity of isolation in nature is 

further illustrated by "Lines Written in Kensington 

Gardens" in vrhich man's solitary state is clearly 

sho\m by the "open glade" as well as by his non-

involvement in the world: 

In this lone open glade I lie, 
Screen'd by deep boughs on either hand; 
And at its head, to stay the eye. 
Those black-crovrn'd, red-boled pine-trees stand. 

(11. 1-4) 

The narrator is not only isolated in the open glade, 

but from " . . . the huge vrorld vrhich roars hard by." 

(1. 21) "Yet here," as Arnold says "is peace for 
:} 

ever new" — (1. 29) a natural peace---", , , a peace of 3 
<« 

thine,/Man did not make, and cannot marl" (11. 39-40) 3! 
q 

"Memorial Verses" reveals a similar quiet—a £ 

tranquillity found through the rejection of the age 

and an acceptance of Wordsvrorth's nature. Within the 

"cool flovrery lap of earth," (1. 49) man is isolated: 

He too upon a vrintry clime 
Had fallen-~on this iron time 
Of doubts, disputes, distractions, fears. 
He found us vrhen the age had boimd 
Our soul in its benumbing round; 
He spoke, and loos'd our heart in tears. 
He laid, us as vre lay at birth 
On the cool flowery lap of e-arth; 
Smiles broke from us and we had ease. 
The hills were round us, and the breeze 
Went o'er the suji-lit fields again: 
Our foreheads felt the vrlnd and rain. 
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Our youth return'd: for there was shed 
On spirits that had long been dead. 
Spirits dried up and closely-furl'd. 
The freshness of the early world, (11. 42-57) 

Prior to his youthful death, Mycerlnus, in 

the poem of the same title, achieves composure accord

ing to Lionel Trilling: 

Leaving his throne, the young king retires to 
finish his fevr remaining years among the cool 
groves of the Nile, bitterly giving his^days 
-to revel and fleshly delight. But the poet 
conjectures that the Lucretian imiverse lent 
a Lucretian calm.3 

This calm is revealed by the poem itself, wherein raan 

is again contained vrithin nature-"vrithin "The cool re

gion of the groves" (1, 84) vrhich are bound by "the 

river banks," (1. 85) 

CMycerlnus] 
Girt vrith a throng of revellers, bent his vray 
To the cool region of the groves he lov'd. 
There by the river banks he vrander'd on, 
From palm-grove on to palm-grove, happy trees, 
Their smooth tops shining sunvrards, and beneath 
Burying their unsunn'd stems in grass and flovrers: 
Where in one dream the feverish time of Youth 
Might fade in slumber, and the feet of Joy 
Might vrander all day long and never tire: 

(11, 83-91) 

Thus, Mycerlnus sought the beauty of nature, and in 

it he 

Took measure of his soul, and knevr its strength. 
And by that silent knovrledge, day by day, 
Was calm'd, ennobled, comforted, sustained. 

(11. 109-111) 

3Trilling, Matthe-r Arnold, p. 82. 

91 

41 

19 
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Yet another poem, "Obermann," continues the 

theme of consolation found in nature. Man is seclud

ed from his fellows by 

. . . the awful Alpine track 

Which crawls up its rocky stair, (11. 1-2) 

and by the "white mists rolling like a sea," (l. 9) 

but his relationship vrith Obermann brings about man's 
unity with nature: 

To thee we come, then. Clouds are roll'd 
Where thou, 0 Seer, art set; 
Thy realm of thought is drear and cold--
The vrorld is colder yet! 

And thou hast pleasures too to share 
With those who come to thee: 
Balms floating on thy moimtain air, 
And healing sights to see. 

How often, where the slopes are green 
On Jaman, hast thou sate 
By some high chalet door, and seen 
The summer day grovr late, 

And darkness steal o'er the vret grass 
With the pale crocus starr'd. 
And reach that glimmering sheet of glass 
Beneath the piny sward, 

La,ke Leman's waters, far below: 
And watch'd the rosy light 
Fade from the distant peaks of snovr: 

(11. 105-123) 

The image of the Alpine heights continues in 

"Obermann Once More." Here again man finds rest and 

contentment in nature's isolation. 
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"Then to the wilderness I fled. 
There among Alpine snows 
And pastoral huts I hid my head. 
And sought and found repose." (11. 249-253) 

An unselfish wish that other men may also share this 

life of reverie concludes the poem: 

"But thou, whom fellowship of mood 
Did make from haimts of strife 
Come to my mountain solitude 
And learn my frustrate life; 

"0 Thou, who, ere thy flying span 
V/as past of cheerful youth. 
Didst seek the solitary man 
And love his cheerless truth— 

"Despair not thou as I despair'd. 
Nor be cold gloom thy prison! 
Forvrard the gracious hours have fared, 
And see! the sun is risen. (11. 273-282) 

"On the Rhine," in vrhich the "blue hills" and 

the river's "flow" separate man from all but nature, 

furthers the idea of repose: 

Ah Quiet, all things feel thy balm! 
Those blue hills too, this river's flow, 
Were restless once, but long ago. 
Tam'd is their turbulent youthful glovr: 
Their joy is in their calm. (11. 21-25) 

The scholar gipsy's self-imposed Isolation 

in nature produces some of the most picturesque im

agery in Arnold's poetry. In "The Scholar Gipsy" the 

author contemplates the seclusion of nature: 
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Screen'd is this nook o'er the high, half-reap'd 
field. 

And here till sun-dovrn. Shepherd, will I be. 
Through the thick corn the scarlet poppies'peep, 

And round green roots and yellowing stalks I see 
Pale blue convolvulus in tendrils creep: 
And air-swept lindens yield 

Their scent, and rustle dovm their perfum'd shovrers 
Of bloom on the bent grass where I am laid, 
And bower me from the August sun with sh'̂ sde; 
And the eye travels down to Oxford's tovrers: 

(11. 20-30) 

That the scholar gipsy appreciates this solitary life 

and in it finds a significance is further revealed by 

the narrator: 

For most, I know, thou lov'st retired ground. -i 
Thee, at the ferry, Oxford riders blithe, « 
Returning home on summer nights, have met "̂  
Crossing the stripling Thames at Bab-lock-hithe, ? 
Trailing in the cool stream thy fingers î et, | 
As the slovr pimt swings round: <̂ 

And leaning backvrards in a pensive dream, S 
And fostering in thy lap a heap of flowers I 
Pluck'd in shy fields and distant Wychwood bowers, S! 
And thine eyes resting on the moonlit stream: 

(11. 71-80) 

Last, hoxrever, "Tristram and Iseult" is pro

bably more profuse than other of Arnold's poems in its 

aesthetic images of natural containment. Early in the 

poem, Iseult wishes for the beauty of nature which she 

contrasts vrith her isolated position on board ship: 
The calm sea shines, loose hang the vessel's sails--
Before us are the svreet green fields of Wales, 
And overhead the cloudless sky of M''jy,— 
"Ah, would I vrere in those green fields at play, 
Not pent on ship-board this delicious day."' 
— rrr95::9"ff) 
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Later, in a state of semi-consciousness, Tristram sees 

his life pass before him and utters, in fragments, his 

commentaries. Tristram's mental state is mourned and 

a wish is made for his restful state of mind—a state 

"among these heaths of ours/By the grey Atlantic sea." 

(11. 30-31) This desired state of calm is, then, en

closed by natural elements, or contained: 

Ah, what trouble's on his brow? 
Hither let him vrander now, 
Hither, to the quiet hours 
Pass'd among these heaths of ours 
By the grey Atlantic sea. 

Hours, if not of ecstasy, 
From violent anguish surely free. 

(I, 227-233) ? 

ji 

Upon once again reviewing the incidents of his 

life, Tristram, thinking himself isolated in the for- }j 

est, finds assuaging nature in the "cold spring" (1, 283): 

All round the forest sweeps off, black in shade. 
But it is moonlight in the open glade: 
And in the bottom of the glade shine clear 
The forest chapel and the fountain near. 

I think, I have a fever in my blood: 
Come, let me leave the shadow of this vrood. 
Ride down, and bathe my hot brow in the flood. 
Mild shines the cold spring in the moon's 

clear light, (I, 276-283) 

Not only in section one is the calm of nature 

sought, however. Iseult of Brittany, in section three, 

finds consolation in the vivid containment of the "green 

circular hollow"—the "cirque of open ground." (1. 7 f'-nd 

1. 13) 
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, . . her children were at play 
In a green circular hollow in the heath 
Which borders the sea-shore; a country path 
Creeps over it from the till'd fields behind. 
The hollow's grassy banks are soft inclin'd. 
And to one standing on them, far and near 
The lone unbroken vievr spreads bright and clear 
Over the vraste:—This cirque of open ground 
Is light and green; the heather, which all round 
Creeps thickly, grovrs not here; but the pale grass 
Is strewn vrith rocks, and many a shiver'd mass 
Of vein'd white-glearaing quartz, and here and there 
Dotted vrith holly trees and juniper. 
In the smooth centre of the opening stood 
Three hollies side by side, and made a screen 
• V/arm vrith the winter sun, of burnish'd green. . . 

(III. 6-12) 

That Iseult's children did not notice the varying land

scape about them indicates a contentment with the se

cluded world of natural containment within vrhich they 

travel by another symbol of containment, "the path": 

Nor did their looks stray once to the sea-side. 
Nor. to the brovrn heaths round them, bright and vride. 
Nor to the snovr which, though 'twas all avray 
From the open heath, still by the hedgerows lay, 
Nor to the shining sea-fowl that with screams 
Bore up from vrhere the bright Atlantic gleams. 
Swooping to landward; nor to vrhere, quite clear. 
The fell-fares settled on the thickets near. 
And they would still have listen'd, till dark night 
Came keen and chill dovm on the heather bright; 

(III. 48-57) 

Then Iseult took by the hand those children fair. 
And brought her tale to an end, and found the path. 
And led them home over the darkening heath. 

(Ill, 61-63) 
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In Iseult's tale itself exists a secluded fairy

land of natural calm: 

She told them of the fairy-haunted land 
Away the other side of Brittany, 
Beyond the heaths, edg'd by the lonely sea; 
Of the deep forest-glades of Broce-liande, 
Through whose green boughs the golden sunshine 

creeps. 
Where Merlin by the enchanted thorn-tree sleeps. 

(Ill, 153-158) 

Later in the story. Merlin and Vivian retreat to the 

beauty "across the hollow"—the sign of the separation 

of this aesthetic atmosphere from the vrorld. 
'II 

Across the hollovr: vrhite anemonies ;J 
Starr'd the cool turf, and clumps of primroses '•» 
Ran out from the dark undervrood behind. j 
No fairer resting-place a man could find. » 

(III, 207-210) t 
W 

The achievement of calm through a containment jj 

within nature is thus a primary theme traceable in some 

of Arnold's most popular poems. 

There is yet a second theme vrhich Matthevr Arnold 

develops through use of aesthetic images of natural con

tainment—the theme of glorification of nature. In 

"Cromwell" Arnold praises nature for creating an Isolated 

mountain-type existence which inspired Cromwell vrith 

freedom: 

Thine vras no mountain home, vrhere Freedom's form 
Abides enthron'd amid the mist and storm. 
And vrhispers to the listening winds, that svrell 
With solemn cadence round her citadel! 
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These had no sound for thee: that cold calm eye 
Lit with no rapture as the storm swept by. 
To mark, with shiver'd crest the reeling vrave 
Hide his torn head beneath his sunless cave; 
Or hear, 'mid circling crags, the Impatient cry 
Of pent winds, that scream in agony! 
Yet all high sounds that mountain children hear 
Flash'd from thy soul upon thine invrard ear; 
All Freedom's mystic language—storms that roar 
By hill or wave, the mountain or the shore,— 
All these had stirr'd thy spirit, and thine eye 
In common sights read secret sympathy: 

(11. 17-32) 

While "Cromvrell" appears to be a glorification 

of nature's moral influence, "A Dream" elegizes nature's 

beauty. It reveals man's being contained by the Alpine -A 
•11 

stream vrhile natural beauty exists around him. 3 

Was it a dream? We sail'd, I thought vre sail'd, 5 
Martin and I, dox-rn a green Alpine stream, •' 
Under o'erhanging pines; the morning sun, " 
On the vret umbrage of their glossy tops, II 
On the red pinings of their forest floor, ji 
Drew a vrarm scent abroad; behind the pines 
The mountain skirts, vrith all their sylvan change 
Of bright leaf'd chestnuts, and moss'd walnut-trees. 
And the frail scarlet-berried ash, began. 
Svriss chalets glitter'd on the de;ry slopes, 
And from some swarded shelf high up, there came 
Notes of vrild pastoral music: over all 
Rang'd, diamond-bright, the eternal wall of snow. 
Upon the mossy rocks at the stream's edge, 
Back'd by the pines, a plank-built cottage stood. 
Bright in the sun; the climbing gourd plant's leaves 
Lay the warm golden gourds; golden, vrithin, 
Under the eaves, peer'd rovrs of Indian corn. 

(11. 1-19) 

Incorporating this same theme, "The Strayed Revel

ler" presents a series of little self-contained vrorlds 

whose beauty only the gods can view painlessly. This 
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succession of aesthetic Images begins with a picture 

of the seer, Tiresias, vrho is isolated by the river 

iraage: 

They see Tiresias 
Sitting, staff in hand. 
On the warm, grassy 
Asopus' bank: 
His robe draî n over 
His old, sightless head: 
Revolving inly 

The doom of Thebes. (11. 135-142) 

It proceeds through the visions of the Centaurs, con

tained within the "upper glens," and the Indian, se

parated from the vrorld by the boimdaries of his "green 

harvest-plot." 
They see the Centaurs , i: 
In the upper glens ;; 
Of Pelion, in the streams, |j 
Where red-berried ashes fringe |j 
The clear-brovm shallovr pools; '• 
With streaming flanks, and heads 
Rear'd proudly, snuffing 
The moiintain vrind. 

They see the Indian 
Drifting, knife in hand. 
His frail boat moor'd to 
A floating isle thick matted 
With large-leav'd, lovr-creeping melon-plants. 
And the dark cucumber. 
He reaps, and stovrs them. 
Drifting—drifting:—round him, 
Roimd his green harvest-plot, 
Flovr the cool lake-waves: 
The mountains ring them. (11. 143-16l) 

Later, the visions continue from the Stepp to the stream, 

both elements revealing a severance from the normal flovr 

of life: 
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They see the Scythian 
On the wide Stepp, unharnessing 
His wheel'd house at noon. 
He t e t h e r s h i s beas t doirn, and makes h i s meal. 
Mares' milk , and bread 
Bak'd on the embers :—al l around 
The boimdless vraving g r a s s - p l a i n s s t r e t c h , t h i ck -

s t a r r ' d (11 . 162-168) 

They see the Ferry 
On the broad, clay-laden 
Lone Chorasmlan stream: thereon 
With snort and strain, 
Two horses, strongly swimming, tow 
The ferry-boat, with vroven ropes 
To either bow 
Firm-harness'd by the mane:—a Chief, 
With shout and shaken spear 
Stands at the provr, and guides them: but astern, \ 
The covrering Merchants, in long robes, J 
Sit pale beside their wealth * 
Of silk-bales and of balsam-drops, j 
Of gold and ivory, \ 
Of turquoise-earth and amethyst, !! 
jasper and chalcedony, li 
And milk-barr'd onyx stones. \ 
The loaded boat swings groaning * 
In the yellow eddies. 
The Gods behold them. (11. 181-200) 

Finally the pictures of the self-contained worlds con

clude at the Happy Islands, with the islands again re

vealing a solitary existence. 

They see the Heroes 
Sitting in the dark ship 
On the foamless, long-heaving, 
Violet sea: 
At simset nearing 
The Happy Islands. (11. 201-206) 

Completing the themes of glorification of na

ture necessitates a survey of Callicles' songs from 

"Empedocles on Etna." Lionel Trilling reviews the 

poem in this way: 
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Interspersed among the harsh and crabbed verses 
by which Empedocles reasons his vray from despair 
to suicide are the restrained but sensuous songs 
of the faithful harp-player, Callicles, and 
while the philosopher chants the rational and 
scientific facts of painful, unharmonious life, 
the poet continues to sing in rich and fluent 
verse of the ancient world of myth. But the 
ancient vrorld, sunlit and warm and mysterious, 
is a world the weary Empedocles cannot believe 
in; imagination is quite dead for him, killed 
by his knowledge.^ 

Despite Empedocles' non-acceptance of this 

world of myth and despite his final suicide, Callicles 

has presented Arnold's aesthetic argument that in the 

beauty of nature exists a therapeutic quality. Since i 

the complete ascent details Empedocles' state of mind | 

on each level, the natural containment in "Empedocles * 
• 

on.Etna" is perhaps the strongest of any in Arnold's J 
• 

I 

poetry. 

Callicles begins Act I vrith a description of 

the beauty of the lowest level, the valley. 

Here in the valley is in shade; the svrard 
Is dark, and on the stream the mist still hangs; 
One sees one's foot-prints crush'd in the wet grass 
One's breath curls in the air; and on these pines 
That climb from the stream's edge, the long grey 

tufts. 
Which the goats love, are Jewell'd thick vrith dew. 
Here will I stay till the slow litter comes. 
I have my harp too-that is well.--Apollo! 
What mortal could be sick or sorry here? 

(11. 12-20) 

^Trilling, Matthew Arnold, p. 83. 

• 
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The ascent is foreshadovred by Callicles at the end -

Of Scene I, thus leading to the second level of 

containment. 

But lead him through the lovely mountain paths. 
And keep his mind from preying on itself. . . 

(I. 11. 156-157) 

In these lines, Callicles not only indicates the 

climbing of Pausanias and Empedocles into the moun

tains, but also the remedy to be found, if.sought, in 

nature. 

Scene II begins the ascent after the crossing 
3 

of the stream: « 
ft 

The track winds dovm to the clear stream, I 
To cross the sparkling shallows; there [ 
The cattle love to gather, on their vray 
To the high mountain pastures, and to stay, i 
Till the rough covr-herds drive them past, f'" 
Knee-deep in the cool ford; for 'tis the last ! 
Of all the vroody, high, well-vrater'd dells 
On Etna; and the beam 
Of noon is broken there by chestnut boughs 
Dovm its steep verdant sides; the air 
Is freshen'd by the leaping stream, which throws 
Eternal shovrers of spray on the m.oss'd roots 
Of trees, and veins of turf, and long dark shoots 
Of ivy-plants, and fragrant hanging bells 
Of hyacinths, and on late anemonies, 
That muffle its wet banks; but glade, 
And stream, and sward, and chestnut trees. 
End here; Etna beyond, in the broad glare 
Of the hot noon, vrithout a shade 
Slope behind slope, up to the peak, lies bare; 
The peak, round vrhich the vrhite clouds play, 

(I, 11. 36-56) 
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John Wallace describes this second level as 

Arnold's typical middle ground--an isolatlve factor 

which is 

, , , betvreen the mountains and the lower valleys 
or sea. It is generally sheltered but neither 
dark nor shut in. Its atmosphere is a mixture of 
light and shadovr, and no noise disturbs it but a 
distant murmur or the song of birds. In Erapedocles 
a thick devr lies on the grass and the time is early 
morning (it might equally well have been the cool 
of the evening). All these settings avoid the ex
tremes of heat and cold, barrenness and luxuriance, 
height and depth, noise and silence. They are em
blems not simply of peace but of the poise betvreen 
balanced forces. Restraint or enclosure is matched 
by freedom of movement and vision.5 

At this point, the middle ground of Empedocles' climb, • 

Callicles once again sings nature's praise: I 
I 

Far, far from here. 
The Adriatic breaks in a warm bay j 
Among the green Illyrian hills; and there • 
The simshine in the happy glens is fair, ! 
And by the sea, and in the brakes. 
The grass is cool, the sea-side air 
Buoyant and fresh, the mountain flovrers 
As virginal and svreet as ours. 

(I, 11, 427-434) 

He continues: 

And murmurs of the Adriatic come 
To those untrodden mountain lawns; 

(I, 11, 455-456) 

Even after Empedocles advances to the edge of 

the crater, Callicles sings of man's containment within 

5wallace, "Landscape and 'The General Law'," p. 99. 
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nature's "Blue films." 

The curtains of the blue films slowly meet. 
And the vrhite Olympus peaks. 
Rosily brighten, and the sooth'd Gods smile 
At one another from their golden chairs, 
And no one round the charmed circle speaks. 

(II, 1, 79-83) 

The "mass'd clouds" also isolate man's soul: 

As the sky-brightening south-wind clears the day. 
And makes the mass'd clouds roll. 
The music of the lyre blows avray 
The clouds that vrrap the soul. (II, 1, 121-124) 

Obviously, natural glorification is a primary 

theme of the poem "Empedocles on Etna." That Empedocles 
1 

refused the solace of nature merely reveals his extreme i 

rationality—a feature of mechanical nature. According j 

to Alan K. Roper: 

^Roper, "The Moral Landscape of Arnold's Poetry," 
p. 291. 

The summit in Arnold's poetry has tvro distinct val- ; 
ues, for vrhat a man finds up there depends entirely ! 

upon the frame of mind in vrhich he m.akes the ascent.6 

The ascent from the glen to the desolate peak neverthe

less symbolizes through the use of these tvro images of 

natural containment, Empedocles' retreat from aesthetic 

nature and his movement into the realm of depression. 

William A. Madden says that Matthew Arnold's 

image s 
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. . , evoke an imaginative world in vrhich the 
speaker finds .temporary refuge from the con
fusions and fevers of the present. The per
sona either judges the present by alluding 
to a happier past, near or remote, or focuses 
upon a present vrorld of natural beauty from 
which he feels himself alienated.7 

This alienation of man from the world of natural 

beauty creates Romantic themes which Arnold effec

tively presents through images of natural containment. 

^William A. Madden, Matthew Arnold—A Study 
of the Aesthetic Temperament in Victorian England 
XBloomington: In3!iana l/niver'sTty Press, ly^TTTIP. 51. }| 



CHAPTER V 

METAPHYSICAL IMiVGES OF NATURAL CONTAINMENT: 

. A SOURCE OF PARADOX 

The metaphysical image of natural containment, 

although-appearing less frequently in Matthew Arnold's 

poetry than the mechanical or the aesthetic image, 

might be said to present the greatest difficulty be

cause of its obscurity. The metaphysical image must 

first be limited by definition, n 
• 

Funk and V/agnell's Standard Encyclopedic ! 
• • * • * • * * ' • • ' " •- ' " I I " • • •••II Ml • •H I M I . M l • • I >••• • « • • • I lifc« — . « ^ » I — • , » » pi • , • I I W l l ^ — • — > t l l . l IM II I > • ! I 

I 

Dictionary defines metaphysics as: ' 

The branch of philosophy that investigates prin- , 
ciples of reality transcending those of any par- ' 
ticular science, traditionally including cosmol- i 
ogy and ontology. 

Such a definition enables the reader to comprehend the 

inclusion of cosmological and ontological aspects of 

metaphysics which are present in Matthevr Arnold's im

ages; hovrever, this definition also leads to the neces

sity for further limitation in order that the charac

teristics of metaphysics might be applied precisely to 

poetic images. 

Lionel Trilling describes metaphysical nature as: 

63 
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. . , the personified Nature vrho speaks to the 
poet. , . that is, the Nature of "eye and ear" 
and also of cosmological speculation and belief 
. . , It is the Berkeleyan problem vrhich, from 
Kant on, had been challenging the romantic phil
osophers, Ficte and Schelling had both carried 
forward the Kantian idea of the world-creating 
self. . , 1 

Thus, a metaphysical iraage of natural containment vrould 

involve a picture of man's separation from the world 

by a natural force; the image creates a theme debating 

this vrorld-creating self, or more specifically, the 

origin of nature. The question, then, would be, "Is 

the world self-sustaining or is it sustained by the 

experience of man?"^ 

Tiio. of Arnold's poems, "The .Youth of Nature" 

and "The Youth of Man" involve the metaphysical para

dox. Both present the dilemma of nature's existence 

by utilizing metaphysical iraages of natural containment. 

G. Robert Stange emphasizes metaphysical qual

ities in "The Youth of Nature," although he does not 

label them as such. He reveals that the poem's 

. . , general subject is the relation between 
poetry and nature. The speaker, imagined to 

iTrilling, Matthew Arnold, p. 92, 

^Trilling, Matthevr Arnold, p. 92, 
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be in the Lake Coimtry, begins by mourning the 
death of Wordsworth, who "lent a new life to 
these hills." He then goes on to ask vrhether 
the qualities of the external world vrhich fill 
us with joy—the beauty, grace, and charm to 
vihich we respond—are im nature, or merely cre
ations of the poet.3 

Definitely this conflict of vrhich Stange speaks is 

the same natural conflict Trilling refers to as 

"metaphysical" vrhen he questions: 

V/hen we read of Nature as sung by the poet. . . 
are we moved by the fact to vrhich the poet re
fers or by vrhat he says of it? That is, is there 
an object vrhich inevitably calls forth our emo
tion, or does the emotion of the subjective ob- I 
server give significance to, create, the object?^ \ 

Turning to the poem itself, one realizes its 

metaphysical quality vrhen the first stanza declares: 

"Nature is fresh as of old,/ Is lovely: a mortal is 

dead," (11. 11-12) Thus, from the beginning, the idea 

that .nature's beauty is not dependent on man's percep

tion of it prevails. 

The second stanza continues to reveal the se

cluded spots in vrhich man may become involved in nature: 

The spots vrhich recall him survive. 
For he lent a nevr life to these hills. 
The Pillar still broods o'er the fields 
Which border Ennerdale Lake, 
And'Egremont sleeps by the sea. 

3G. Robert Stange, Matthevr Arnold—The Pjoet a^ 
Humanist (Princeton: Princeton University PresT, 19"67)f 
p. 135. 

^Trilling, Matthew Arnold, p. 92. 
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The gleam of The Evening Star 
Twinkles on Grasmere no more. 
But ruin'd and solemn and grey 
The sheepfold of Michael survives. 
And far to the south, the heath 
Still blows in the Quantock coombs. 
By the favourite vraters of Ruth. (11. 13-24) 

The Image of the fields which "border Ennerdale Lake" 

form a natural boimdary x>rithln which man is contained, 

while the retreats to vrhich man previously could es

cape in order to find rest and beauty exist no more. 

Arnold's Images vrhich contain man in natural 

elements of height are then introduced: 

Cold bubbled the spring of Tilphusa, 
Copals lay bright in the moon; 
Helicon glass'd in the lake 
Its firs, and afar, rose the peaks 
Of Parnassus, snovrily clear: 
Thebes was behind him in flames. 
And the clang of arms in his ear, 
V/hen his awe-struck captors led 
The Theban seer to the spring. 
Tiresias drank and died. 

Nor did reviving Thebes 
See such a prophet again. (11. 36-47) 

Both the firs and the peaks of Parnassus Isolate man; 

the firs by making a boundary and the mountains by ex

cluding man's presence from its stimmit. Matthew Arnold's 

descriptive structure, "snovrily clear" must not be over

looked, for this adverb places Mount Parnassus in the 

same category as most of Arnold's mountain images. For 

Arnold, a mountain embodied the throne of truth or of 
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knovrledge, thus for common man to view a peak vrithout 

obscurity vrould be contrary to Arnold's mandate of 

natural Isolation achieved on a mountain top. In this 

particular image a double natural containment appears. 

The summit of the mountain cannot be reached because 

of its height and because of the snowy screen in vrhich 

it is hidden. The youth is also isolated from Thebes 

by another image of natural containment, the flames. 

The opposing side of the metaphysical dilemma, 

later comes to light. That man, himself, through emo

tion could be the creator of nature is mentioned, for 

nature may be 

Like stars in the deep of the sky, 
Which arise on the glass of the sage, 
But are lost vrhen their vratcher is gone. 

(11. 72-74) 

If this is true, man will eventually doom nature to 

her grave: "All things have suffer'd a loss—/Nature 

is jiid in their grave?" (11, 127-128) Man's death, 

then, means natui'e's death also. 

Arnold, hovrever, refutes nature's dependence on 

man for existence when he causes her to affirm her true 

Importance: 
Hardly his voice at its best 
Gives us a sense of the awe, 
The vastness, the grandeur, the gloom 
Of the unlit gulph of himself. (11. 99-102) 

II 
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'Race after race, man after man, 
Have dream'd that my secret was theirs 
Have thought that I liv'd but for them. 
That they were my glory and joy,— 
They are dust, they are chang'd, they are gone.— 
I remain,' (11. 129-134) 

Here an image of natural containment emerges vrhere in 

man is bound by the "unlit gulph" of himself and has 

no Influence on nature, 

"The Youth of Man," reveals this same metaphy

sical quality. The poem begins with the declaration 

of nature's immortality: 

We, 0 Nature, depart: 
Thou surviveSt us: this. 
This, I Imow, is the law. (11. 1-3) 

The natural lavr of which these lines speak contain men's 

lives and deliver them to the forces of a pox̂ erful na

ture. Proceeding, one finds the opposite view of nature-

its impotency—believed by the young couple, vrho are iso

lated within nature, asserting their ovm povrer and na

ture's inability: 

Behold, 0 Nature, this pair! 
See them to-night vrhere they stand, 
Not with the halo of youth 
Crowning their brows with its light. 
Not with the sunshine of hope. 
Not with the rapture of spring. 
Which they had of old, vrhen they stood 
Years ago at my side 
In this self-same garden, and said:— 
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•We are yoimg, and the world is ours. 
For man is the king of the world. 
Fools that these mystics are 
Who prate of Nature! but she 
Has neither beauty, nor warmth. 
Nor life, nor emotion, nor power. 
But Man has a thousand gifts. 
And the generous dreamer invests 
The senseless vrorld vrith them all. 
Nature is nothing! her charm 

Lives in our eyes vrhich can paint. 
Lives in our hearts which can feel!' (11. 17-37) 

Here, man attempts to contain nature—to deprive her 

of both aesthetic and mechanical power. Arnold ori

ginated the image of man's eyes painting nature in 

order to stress man's attempt to claim nature as his 

ovm creation. 

Time passes and a change is wrought: 

Time 
With the ceaseless stroke of his wings 
Brush'd off the bloom from their soul. 
Clouded and dim grew their eye; 
Languid their heart; for Youth 
Quicken'd its pulses no more. 
Slowly within the vralls 
Of an ever-narrovring world 
They droop'd, they grevr blind, they grew old. 
Thee and their Youth in thee. 
Nature, they saw no more. (11. 40-50) 

The couple is now Isolated by their "clouded and dim" 

eyes. The image of "walls/Cf an ever-narrowing world" 

confines them to an increasing isolated existence. 

Because of their experiences through the years, 

the couple reverse their opinion of nature—revealing 

within themselves the metaphysical paradox: 
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The wide, vride valley outspreads 
To the dim horizon, repos'd 
In the twilight, and bath'd in dew. 
Corn-field and hamlet and copse 

Darkening fast; but a light. 
Far off, a glory of day. 
Still plays on the city spires: 
And there In the dusk by the walls. 
With the grey mist marking its course 
Through the silent flowery land. 
On, to the plains, to the sea. 

Floats the Imperial Stream. (11. 76-87) 

The Image of the "wide, wide valley" which outspreads 

to the "dim horizon" effectively contains the couple's 

realm of existence to their vlevrable vrorld—to the 

horizon. The corn-field, hamlet, and copse form se

parate boimdaries from the "city spires," while the 

"grey mist" forms another seclusion of man within his 

natural environment. Last, the Imperial Stream con

tains itself from the areas through vrhich it flovrs, but 

from vrhich it remains solitary. 

With their rejection of nature's dependence on 

man for existence, the couple recalls: 

And they remember 
V/ith piercing untold anguish 
The proud boasting of their youth. 
And they feel how Nature vras fair. 

And the mists of delusion. 
And the scales of habit. 
Fall avray from their eyes. 
And they see, for a moment. 
Stretching out, like the Desert 
In its vreary, unprofitable length. 
Their faded, ignoble lives. 
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While the locks are yet brovm on thy head. 
While the soul still looks through thine eyes. 
While the heart still pours 
The mantling blood to thy cheek, 
Sink, 0 Youth, in thy soul! 

Yearn to the greatness of Nature! 
Rally the good in the depths of thyself! 

(11, 101-117) 

Other effective metaphysical images of natural contain

ment appear in the above stanzas. First the "mists of 

delusion" image borrows from nature the typically Arnold' 

ian fog used to deceive man or to isolate him from true 

knovrledge. The image of the couple's lives "stretching 

out, like the Desert/In its weary, improfitable length," 

(11. 109-110) contains man to a specific and very stark 

natural atmosphere. Man's realization of the metaphys

ical dilemma, therefore, is produced through images of 

natural containment. 

G. Robert Stange again concerns himself with 

Arnold's metaphysical quality when he says: 
On the surface the implications of "The Youth of 
Man" seem to conflict vrith the humanist vievr of 
nature, but actually, I vrould suggest, there is 
not so much contradiction here as a discrimina
tion of attitudes. If vre proceed further in de
fining Arnold's idea of nature, and look again 
for the revealing parallels in the poetry of 
Goethe, vre can see how clear and congruous his 
notions were. For Arnold--and this is the key 
to the matter—there vrere two external natures 
matched by tvro forms of self-consciousness in 
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man. The lower form is the living, changing 
nature around us; the higher is the universal 
cosmic process, the general life in which 
change assumes permanence.5 

The metaphysical images of natural containment in the 

poetry of Matthew Arnold—those revelations of man's 

isolation vrithin a natural force, those Intimations 

of a question behind the creation of nature—produce 

this conflict, this continuing paradox betvreen nature 

and self. 

5stange, Matthew Arnold--The Poet as Humanist, 
p. 139. 



CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

Matthew Arnold employed mechanical, aesthetic, 

and metaphysical images of natural containment to il

lustrate his themes. His mechanical images revealed 

a universal lavr or cosmic morality vrhich directed man's 

fate. The lavr was eventually achieved, regardless of 

effects on man and regardless of man's wishes. These 

images produced themes of pessimistic reality. Aesthetic 

images of natural containment embodied the beautiful, 

the therapeutic, aspect of nature—the nature into vrhich 

maji could retreat in order to escape from the mechanical 

reality of life. Arnold's aesthetic images created 

themes of Romanticism. The metaphysical image of nat

ural containment concerned the conflict between object 

and emotion—the dilemma concerning nature's creation. 

Whether nature has povrers of its ovm or whether nature 

gains meaning only as man relates to it is the conflict 

involved in the metaphysical image. This image creates 

themes of nature's paradox. 

G. Robert Stange speaks of the purpose of Arnold's 

themes when he says that 

73 
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r • , the key to poetic achievement is, as alvrays 
for Arnold, the manner in vrhich "living" is per
formed, the special way in which the wise poet 
uses his experience.! 

Living for Arnold, however, vras complicated; 

for him all experience vras a conflict arising from 

Victorianism as Robbins noted: 

The Victorian conflict, the Victorian dilemma, the 
Victorian compromise—critic after critic has sum
med up the Victorian age as one of conflicting is
sues for vrhich the major figures tried to find a 
synthesis, a middle vray, or a hierarchy of values. 
They are seen as having failed, and the failure is 
variously attributed to timidity, inconsistency, a 
biased approach, or a basic confusion as to the 
real nature of the issues Involved.2 

That Arnold was involved in this Victorian uncertainty 

and was attempting through his poetry to present the 

synthesis of which William Robbins speaks is verified 

by Lionel Trilling: 

Like V/ordsvrorth before him, like T.S. Eliot after, 
he wrote primarily for a small group of saddened 
intellectuals for whom the dominant vrorld vras a 
wastelajid, men who felt heartsick and deprived of 
some part of their energy by their civilization. 
To speak of this loss of energy while the rest of 
England flaunted its ovrn ever-grovring strength vras 
to invite contempt and disregard. At a time when 
official thought vras annoimcing the Englishm.an's 
ascent to the heights of human possibility, Arnold 
declared that the modern man was crippled and 

Istange, Matthevr Arnold—The Poet as Humanist, 
p. 9'+. 

^Robbins, The Ethical Idealism of Matthew Arnold, 
p. 159. 
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incomplete. His poetry, on the one hand, is a 
plangent threnody for a lost wholeness and peace; 
on the other hand, it is the exploration of two 
modern Intellectual traditions which have failed 
him and his peers, the traditions of romanticism 
and rationalism, and, moving back and forth be
tvreen these two strands, it is an attempt to 
weave them together into a synthesis.3 

Thus, in solving his dilemma—in proffering a 

synthesis for the age—Matthew Arnold utilized both 

the traditions of Romanticism, vrhich he presented 

through, aesthetic images of natural containment, as 

well as traditions of rationalism, or realism, which 

he presented through mechanical images of natural con

tainment. In addition, Arnold wrote of the paradox 

resulting from the conflict of the tvro, which he, of 

course, revealed through metaphysical images of nat

ural containment. Therefore, mechanical, aesthetic, 

and metaphysical images of natural containment are 

essential to the poetry of Matthew Arnold, for through 

these images, he produced his themes of realism. Roman

ticism, and paradox. 

3Trilling, Matthew Arnold, p. 79. 
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